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Abstract—This paper investigates the influence of conduction angles on the performances of two 3-phase 12-slot/8-pole short 

pitched switched reluctance machines (SRMs): single layer SRM with conventional winding (SL-CSRM), and single layer SRM 
with mutually coupled winding (SL-MCSRM). Both unipolar and bipolar excitations are employed for the SRMs with different 
conduction angles such as unipolar 120° elec., unipolar 180° elec., bipolar 180° elec., bipolar 240° elec., and bipolar 360° elec. Their 
flux distributions, self- and mutual-flux linkages and inductances are analyzed, and followed by a performance comparison in 
terms of on-load torque, average torque, torque ripple, using two-dimensional finite element method (2D FEM). Copper loss, iron 
loss and machine efficiency have also been investigated with different phase currents and rotor speeds. The predicted results show 
that the conduction angle of unipolar 120° elec. is the best excitation approach for SL-CSRM at low current and also modest speed, 
as its double layer counterpart. However, at high current, the higher average torque is achieved by a conduction angle of unipolar 
180° elec. For SL-MCSRM, bipolar 180° elec. conduction is the most appropriate excitation method to generate a higher average 
torque but lower torque ripple than others. The lower iron loss is achieved by unipolar excitation, and the SLCSRM with unipolar 
120° elec. conduction produces the highest efficiency than others at 層宋冊司仕史. In addition, the performances of single layer machines 
have been compared with the established double layer SRMs with conventional and mutually-coupled windings. The prototype 
SRMs, for both SL-CSRM and SL-MCSRM, have been built and tested to validate the predictions. 

Keywords—bipolar excitation, single layer, switched 
reluctance machine, unipolar excitation.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

LECTRICAL machines have been employed in many 
applications, ranging from automotive, wind turbine, 

aerospace, robotics, and domestic appliances, etc. [1] [2]. 
The literature review has revealed that about 40% of 
electrical machines [induction machine, permanent magnet 
machine, switched reluctance machine (SRM)] are used for 
automotive applications and the SRMs are attracting 
increasing interest owning to the merits such as no 
permanent magnets and hence low cost, simple and robust 
rotor structure [2] [3]. However, due to its doubly salient 
structure, the SRMs inherently exhibit high torque ripple, 
high acoustic noise and vibrations [4]. 

In order to minimize the torque ripple, several reduction 
strategies have been proposed such as modifying stator and 
rotor pole geometry [5] - [6], employing high rotor pole 
numbers [7], and profiling the current waveforms [8] [9]. 
Generally, SRMs are supplied by unipolar current using an 
asymmetric bridge inverter, and the conduction angle of 
phase current for conventional SRMs is ≤120° elec. without 
any phase overlapping. In order to extend the overlap time 
during the commutation for torque ripple reduction, bipolar 
excitation is applied to SRMs and a three-phase H-bridge 
inverter needs to be employed [10] [11].  

Two bipolar excitations have been investigated in 
literature, i.e. rectangular and sinusoidal waveforms. In [12], 
two phases of SRM are excited simultaneously. Hence, the 
torque is produced by both self- and mutual-inductances. 
Moreover, mechanical stress can be mitigated due to the 
reduced abrupt change of phase excitation. Similarly, 
indicated by this hybrid excitation, the vibration and 
acoustic noise are reduced [13]. It has also been found that 
with sinusoidal bipolar excitation, torque ripple of double 
layer conventional SRM (DL-CSRM) can be reduced when 
compared to unipolar excitation and bipolar excitation with 
rectangular waveforms [14]. In addition, the double layer 
mutually coupled SRM (DL-MCSRM) with sinusoidal 

bipolar excitation produced higher average torque but lower 
torque ripple than that supplied by rectangular waveforms 
current [15]. However, average torque of DL-CSRM is 
often lower than that of DL-MCSRM due to the nature of 
self- and mutual-inductances [16]. In order to further 
improve the torque capability, fully-pitched SRMs 
(FPSRMs) with single layer winding structure have been 
proposed [17]. They have much higher position varying 
mutual-inductance and can produce high average torque but 
low torque ripple [16] [17] [18]. However, the longer end-
winding will lead to higher copper loss, limiting their 
efficiency.  

Two novel short pitched, single layer (SL-) SRMs 
proposed in [16] [19] have combined the merits of single 
layer FPSRM and short-pitched DL-CSRM/DL-MCSRM, 
in which the phase currents are sinusoidal. However, due to 
the different waveforms of the derivatives of self- and 
mutual- inductances with respect to rotor positions, the 
current waveforms can be tailored accordingly in order to 
improve the torque performance. In this paper, the SL-
SRMs will be supplied by unipolar and bipolar excitations 
with rectangular waveforms and variable conduction angles 
such as unipolar 120° elec., unipolar and bipolar 180° elec., 
bipolar 240° elec. and bipolar 360° elec. will be employed. 
Hence, the contribution of this paper is to comprehensively 
investigate two novel single layer SRMs supplied by 
different unipolar and bipolar excitations. The influence of 
conduction angles on the machine performance is studied 
and compared in terms of instantaneous torque, average 
torque and torque ripple at both low current and high 
current levels. Furthermore, after the calculation of copper 
loss and iron loss, the machine efficiency has been 
investigated under different speeds and currents. Based on 
the obtained results, the appropriate excitation method can 
be found for different machines in order to achieve higher 
torque, lower torque ripple and also higher efficiency under 
different conditions. 

In this paper, features of two SRMs, i.e. SL-CSRM and 
SL-MCSRM are introduced in terms of winding 
configuration, self- and mutual flux linkages, and self- and 
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mutual-inductances and their derivatives in Section II. 
Different current waveforms with different conduction 
angles are selected according to the inductance waveforms 
in order to achieve better torque performance in Section III. 
The influence of different conduction angles on machine 
performance such as electromagnetic torque, copper and 
iron losses and also efficiency of the SL-SRMs is 
investigated by 2-D finite element method (2-D FEM) in 
Section IV. Experiments are carried out to validate the 
predicted results in Section V. Section VI gives general 
conclusions.  

II. FEATURES OF SL-SRMS 

A. Features of Two SL-SRMs  

In this paper, all the machines have the same dimensions 
and design parameters as summarized in TABLE I. The 
winding configurations of the two 3-phase, 12-slot/8-pole 
SL-SRMs are based on the established DL-CSRM and DL-
MCSRM as shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1 (b). Fig. 1 (c) and 
Fig. 1 (d) show the SL-CSRM and SL-MCSRM, 
respectively [19]. The rotors of the SRMs are at the aligned 
position of phase A which supplied by a 10A dc current. It 
can be found that the number of exciting poles (number of 
coils of phase A) of DL-SRMs is doubled than that of the 
SL-SRMs. Hence, the magnetic paths in DL-SRMs are 
shorter than that in SL-SRMs, which indicate less 
sensitivity to magnetic saturation. In order to maintain the 
same number of turns per phase as for the established DL-
SRMs, each coil of SL-SRMs has double number of turns 
since their number of coils has halved compared with the 
DL-SRMs. However, both SL- and DL-SRMs employ 
concentrated windings. Therefore, their end-windings are 
much shorter than the same sized FPSRM, leading to lower 
copper loss [19]. 

TABLE I. MACHINE LEADING DIMENSIONS AND DESIGN 
PARAMETERS 

Stator slot number 12 Active length (mm) 60 
Rotor pole number 8 Turn number per phase 132 
Stator outer radius (mm) 45 Coil packing factor 0.37 
Air gap length (mm) 0.5 Rated RMS current (A) 10 
Rotor outer radius (mm) 26.5 Current density (A嘆鱈坦【mm態岻 

5.68 
Rotor inner radius (mm) 15.7 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 
Fig. 1. Comparison of winding configurations and flux distributions 
between (a) DL-CSRM, (b) DL-MCSRM (c) SL-CSRM and (d) SL-
MCSRM. The rotor is at aligned position and phase A is supplied by a 10A 
dc current.  

Similar to the established DL-CSRM, it is found that 
there exists almost no mutual flux in SL-CSRM, hence 
better fault tolerant capability [20]. However, due to 
different magnetic polarities in SL-MCSRM, the fluxes of 
phase A also link with phases B and C. Therefore, the 
mutual flux exists in the SL-MCSRM (similar to the DL-
MCSRM) and will contribute to torque generation [6]. 

B. Self- and Mutual-Flux Linkages 

Due to magnetic saturation, the flux linkage loci with 
increasing phase current are nonlinear. They are also 
determined by the rotor position due to the doubly salient 
structure. The maximum flux linkage is achieved at aligned 
position while the minimum occurs at unaligned position as 
shown in Fig. 2, where phase A is supplied by an increasing 
dc current. It can be found that SL-MCSRM can resist a 
higher saturation current than SL-CSRM since SL-MCSRM 
is less sensitive to magnetic saturation. Moreover, it is 
worth noting that since the SL-SRMs have doubled the 
number of turns per coil compared to DL-SRMs, leading to 
higher MMF concentration, they will be more prone to 
magnetic saturation than their DL counterparts. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2. Comparison of flux linkage of phase A against phase DC current of 
SL-CSRM and SL-MCSRM. (a) self-flux linkage. (b) mutual-flux linkage. 

The area enclosed by the locus between aligned and 
unaligned positions is the co-energy (激旺岻, which converts 
the electrical energy to mechanical energy of SRMs, or vice 
versa. According to the co-energy theory, the instantaneous 
torque T and average torque 劇銚塚 can be given by [2] [21]:  劇 噺 項激旺岫件┸ 肯岻項肯 嶐沈退頂墜津鎚痛銚津痛 (1) 

劇銚塚 噺 兼喧に講 抜 激旺 (2) 
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where i is the instantaneous phase current, 肯  is the rotor 
position, m is number of phases, and p is pole pair numbers. 
Therefore, the torque produced by self-flux linkage (self-
inductance) of SL-CSRM will be slightly higher than that of 
SL-MCSRM due to the bigger area enveloped by the 
aligned and unaligned self-flux linkages in Fig. 2 (a). 
However, the area enclosed by the aligned and unaligned 
mutual-flux linkages of SL-CSRM is significantly smaller 
than SL-MCSRM as shown in Fig. 2 (b). This means that 
the current waveforms will have significantly different 
influences on the performance of both SL-SRMs, as will be 
detailed in the following sections.  

C. Self- and Mutual-Inductances 

In order to employ the appropriate current waveforms for 
SL-SRMs, self- and mutual inductances have been analyzed 
separately. According to self- and mutual flux linkages, the 
apparent self-inductances 詣銚 , 詣長  and 詣頂 , and mutual-
inductances 警銚長 , 警長頂 , and 警頂銚  can be calculated by 2-D 
FEM respectively. 

(1). Self-Inductance 

Fig. 3 shows the comparison of self- and mutual-
inductances of both SL-SRMs, and Fig. 4 shows the 
derivatives of self-inductance with respect to rotor position 
(穴詣【穴肯) from 2A to 20A dc current. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of self- and mutual-inductances. (a) SL-CSRM, and (b) 
SL-MCSRM. Phases A, B and C are supplied by a 10A dc current, 
respectively. 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of derivatives of self-inductance of phase A with 
respect to rotor position. (a) SL-CSRM and (b) SL-MCSRM. Phases A 
supplied by dc current from 2A to 20A. 

It is found that the positive 穴詣【穴肯 of both the SL-SRMs 
lasts for なぱどソ elec. and the two rotor positions for 穴詣【穴肯 = 
0 can be expressed as: 

釆肯怠肯態挽 噺 釆 岫講【軽追 伐 糠【に岻 抜 軽追岫に講【軽追 伐 糠【に岻 抜 軽追挽 (3) 

where 軽追 is rotor pole number and 糠 is angle between initial 
rotor position and rotor aligned position in mechanical degrees. 
However, the amplitude of 穴詣【穴肯 of SL-CSRM is slightly 
higher than that of SL-MCSRM. Hence, the SL-CSRM is 
likely to produce higher self-torque (torque produced by 
self-inductance) [16]. However, it is worth noting that the 
electromagnetic torque can be produced by both the 
derivatives of self- and mutual-inductances with respect to 
rotor position, and also depends directly on the current 
waveforms. 

(2). Mutual-Inductance 

Different winding configurations lead to different flux 
paths in SL-SRMs. It has been found that mutual-
inductances only exist in SL-MCSRM as shown in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 6 (a) shows the derivatives of mutual-inductance with 
respect to rotor position (穴警【穴肯 ) of SL-MCSRM. The 
mutual-torque (torque produced by mutual-inductance) will 
contribute to the resultant torque. Hence, SL-MCSRM has 
the potential to produce higher torque than SL-CSRM. 
However, in order for the mutual-inductances to contribute 
positively to the resultant torque, the 3-phase current 
waveforms need to be properly designed, as will be detailed 
in the section III .  

III.  RECTANGULAR CURRENT WAVEFORMS WITH DIFFERENT 

CONDUCTION ANGLES 

A. On-load Torque Expression 

The electromagnetic torque of SRMs on the basis of self- 
and mutual-inductances is given by:  
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劇 噺 なに 件銚態 穴詣銚穴肯 髪 なに 件長態 穴詣長穴肯 髪 なに 件頂態 穴詣頂穴肯婪嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋媚嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋媼脹濡賑如肉

髪 件銚件長 穴警銚長穴肯 髪 件長件頂 穴警長頂穴肯 髪 件銚件頂 穴警銚頂穴肯婪嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋媚嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋嫋媼脹尿祢禰祢尼如
 

(4) 

where 件銚 , 件長  and 件頂  are 3-phase instantaneous currents. It 
can be seen that the resultant torque can be divided into two 
components, i.e. self-torque 劇鎚勅鎮捗  and mutual-
torque 劇陳通痛通銚鎮 . Due to the fact that mutual-flux in SL-
CSRM is nearly null, its torque component will only 
comprise of self-torque, i.e. 劇鎚勅鎮捗 . However, the torque 
component of SL-MCSRM will consist of both 劇鎚勅鎮捗  and 劇陳通痛通銚鎮  [16]. 

B. Current Waveforms with Different Conduction Angles 

As mentioned previously, not only the self- and mutual-
inductances but also the current waveforms will have 
influence on the electromagnetic torque. Different 
conduction angles will lead to various performances for 
different SMRs due to their specific features of self- and 
mutual-inductances. When SRMs are supplied by 
rectangular wave current, the value of RMS current is 
determined by the conduction angle. TABLE II shows the 
peak current (at 10A RMS current) for conduction angle of なにどソ, なぱどソ, にねどソ and ぬはどソ elec. which are 17.3A, 14.1A, 
12.2A and 10A respectively. 

TABLE II.  CONDUCTION ANGLE VS PEAK CURRENT 

Conduction angle (elec. deg.) 荊椎賃 なにど ヂぬ荊追陳鎚=17.3A なぱど ヂに荊追陳鎚=14.1A にねど 紐ぬ【に荊追陳鎚=12.2A ぬはど 荊追陳鎚=10A 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Rotor positions of SL-MCSRM when 
鳥暢鳥提 噺 ど, (a) at maximum 】警銚長】, (b) at minimum 】警銚長】. Phase A is supplied by 10A DC current. 

Based on the torque equation (4), the self-torque is 
independent of the sign of the current. It depends only on 
the sign of 穴詣【穴肯. When the rotor poles are approaching 
the aligned position, 穴詣【穴肯 is positive, and hence a positive 
self-torque is produced, regardless of the sign of the current. 
In contrast, when the rotor poles are approaching the 
unaligned position, the self-torque is negative, regardless of 
the sign of the current as well [22]. Hence, the phase current 
should be applied when 穴詣【穴肯 is positive in order to make 

sure 
怠態 件銚態 鳥挑尼鳥提  is positive. Furthermore, a positive mutual 

torque relating to two phases, e.g. phases A and B, can be 

produced when 件銚件長 鳥暢尼弐鳥提  is positive. This requires the 件銚 

and 件長  to have the same sign when 
鳥暢尼弐鳥提  is positive, or 件銚 

and 件長 to have opposite signs when 
鳥暢尼弐鳥提  is negative. It can 

be found that 穴警【穴肯  is positive when the rotor pole 
approaches the position from Fig. 5 (a) to Fig. 5 (b). Hence, 
3-phase currents should be considered together with the 

signs of mutual-inductance variations against rotor positions 
to ensure an optimized positive output torque. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Derivatives of mutual-inductance with respect to rotor position and 
relevant current waveform for high mutual-torque generation of SL-
MCSRM. (a) 穴警【穴肯 when phases A, B and C are supplied by a 10A dc 
current, respectively, (b) phase currents (bipolar ぬはどソ elec. conduction). 

Fig. 6 is an example to analyze the mutual-torque 
generation of SL-MCSRM. The bipolar ぬはどソ  elec. is 
proposed to have a negative なにどソ elec. conduction and a 
positive にねどソ elec. conduction in order to fully utilize the 
mutual-inductances for torque generation. For example, 
from rotor position はどソ  elec. to なぱどソ  elec., 穴警長頂【穴肯  is 
positive. Hence, in order to produce a positive mutual-
torque between phases B and C, positive 件長  and 件頂  are 
applied. Additionally, 件銚 needs to be negative to achieve a 
positive mutual-torque between phases A and C due to 
negative 穴警銚頂【穴肯 . The mutual-torque between phases A 
and B in this region will be negligible regardless the signs 
of 件銚 and 件長 since  穴警銚長【穴肯 is nearly null. Similarly, it can 
be found that positive mutual-torques are also generated at 
other rotor positions when supplied by the bipolar ぬはどソ elec. 
conduction shown in Fig. 6 (b). 

According to both self- and mutual-inductance variations, 
rectangular current waveforms have been carried out in Fig. 
7, which aims to achieve a balance between the self-torque 
and the mutual-torque so to maximize the resultant output 
torque. It is worth noting that Fig. 7 (a) shows a classic なにどソ elec. conduction, which only produces self-torque. It 
can be found that the bipolar なぱどソ elec. excitation consists 
of a negative はどソ elec. conduction followed by a positive なにどソ elec. conduction. The bipolar にねどソ elec. excitation is 
comprised of a negative and a positive なにどソ  elec. 
conduction angles. 
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Fig. 7. Unipolar and bipolar excitations with rectangular waveforms and 
different conduction angles for SL-CSRM and SL-MCSRM. (a) unipolar なにどソ elec. (b) unipolar なぱどソ elec. (c) bipolar なぱどソ elec.  (d) bipolar にねどソ 
elec. 

For simplicity, these conduction methods can be further 
expressed as below. 

(1). Unipolar 捲ソ elec. conduction 岫捲 判 なぱど岻 

件凋岫肯岻 噺
菌衿芹
衿緊 ど ど 判 肯 隼 なに 岷岫肯怠 髪 肯態岻 伐 捲峅荊椎賃 なに 岷岫肯怠 髪 肯態岻 伐 捲峅 判 肯 隼 なに 岷岫肯怠 髪 肯態岻 髪 捲峅ど なに 岷岫肯怠 髪 肯態岻 髪 捲峅 判 肯 隼 ぬはど  (5) 

(2). Bipolar なぱどソ elec. conduction 

件凋岫肯岻 噺 菌芹
緊 ど ど 判 肯 隼 肯怠伐荊椎賃 肯怠 判 肯 隼 肯怠 髪 はど荊椎賃 肯怠 髪 はど 判 肯 隼 肯態ど 肯態 判 肯 隼 ぬはど  (6) 

(3). Bipolar にねどソ elec. conduction 

件凋岫肯岻 噺 菌芹
緊 ど ど 判 肯 隼 肯怠伐荊椎賃 肯怠 判 肯 隼 肯怠 髪 なにど荊椎賃 肯怠 髪 なにど 判 肯 隼 肯態 髪 はどど 肯態 髪 はど 判 肯 隼 ぬはど  (7) 

(4). Bipolar ぬはどソ elec. conduction 

件凋岫肯岻 噺 崔 荊椎賃 ど 判 肯 隼 肯怠伐荊椎賃 肯怠 判 肯 隼 肯怠 髪 なにど荊椎賃 肯怠 髪 なにど 判 肯 隼 ぬはど (8) 

The phases B and C will have the same amplitude but out of 
phase of 120o elec. 

IV.  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN SRMS WITH 

DIFFERENT CONDUCTION ANGLES 

A. On-load Torque 

On-load torques of SL-SRMs have been calculated by 
2D-FEM at 10A phase RMS current, as shown in Fig. 8. It 

can be found that the on-load torques have different 
waveforms due to different current waveforms. TABLE III 
summarizes the comparison of average torque at rated 
current など畦追陳鎚 . The SL-CSRM produces its highest 
average torque with unipolar 120° elec. conduction. The 
SL-MCSRM supplied by bipolar 180° elec. conduction 
achieves its highest average torque. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 8. On-load torque comparison of (a) SL-SLCSRM, and (b) SL-
MCSRM at 10A phase RMS current.  

TABLE III.  AVERAGE TORQUE AT RATED CURRENT などA嘆鱈坦 
 Rated Average Torque (Nm) 

SL-CSRM SL-MCSRM 
Unipolar 120°elec. 3.22 2.62 

Unipolar 180°elec. 2.82 1.88 

Bipolar 180°elec. 2.57 2.65 

Bipolar 240°elec. 1.15 2.06 

B. Average Torque and Torque Ripple 

With different current waveforms in Fig. 7, average 
torque and torque ripple of the SRMs from 0A to 40A phase 
RMS current have been investigated, as shown in Fig. 9 and 
Fig. 10. Torque ripple is calculated according to maximum 
(Tmax), minimum (Tmin) and average torque (Tav) for an 
electrical period as shown below: 

劇追沈椎椎鎮勅 噺 劇陳銚掴 伐 劇陳沈津劇銚塚 抜 などどガ (9) 

At low current, SL-CSRM excited by unipolar なにどソ elec. 
conduction achieves higher average torque than others as 
shown in Fig. 9. However, at high current, SL-CSRM 
supplied by unipolar なぱどソ elec. conduction exhibits better 
torque capability, i.e. higher average torque while lower 
torque ripple. According to the nature of self- and mutual-
inductance variations, SL-CSRM with bipolar なぱどソ, にねどソ 
and ぬはどソ  elec. conductions have gradually deteriorated 
performances since negative self-torque has been produced 
which reduces the average torque (bipolar ぬはどソ  elec. 
conduction is not shown here because the average torque is 
close to zero). For completeness, a DL-CSRM, supplied by 
unipolar なにどソ  elec. conduction has been selected, which 
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produces the highest average torque for this class of SRM. 
It can be found that, with appropriate conduction angle, SL-
CSRM can produce higher torque than DL-CSRM at low 
current. However, due to the fact that SL-CSRM is more 
sensitive to magnetic saturation, DL-CSRM can produce 
higher torque at high current. 
 

 
(a)  

 
 

(b)  
Fig. 9. Comparison of (a) average torque and (b) torque ripple coefficient 
of SL-CSRM against phase RMS current varying from 0A to 40A.  

    It can be found in Fig. 10 that SL-MCSRM supplied by 
bipolar なぱどソ  elec. conduction produced highest average 
torque but modest torque ripple, particularly at high phase 
current. Compared to DL-MCSRM (which achieved its 
highest average torque by bipolar にねどソ elec. conduction if 
rectangular wave currents are employed), SL-MCSRM with 
most appropriate conduction angle generated higher torque. 
However, at high phase current, e.g. 30A, DL-MCSRM 
produced even higher average torque than that of SL-
MCSRM. Moreover, it can be concluded that SL-MCSRM 
has lower torque ripple than that of DL-MCSRM when 
supplied with most appropriate conduction angles. 

 
(a)  

 
(b)  

Fig. 10. Comparison of (a) average torque and (b) torque ripple coefficient 
of SL-MCSRM against phase RMS current varying from 0A to 40A. 

C. Copper Loss 

Due to SL winding configuration, SL-CSRM and SL-
MCSRM have slightly longer end-windings than that of 
double layer SRMs if the number of turns per phase is the 
same. Therefore, the phase resistance of SL-CSRM/SL-
MCSRM is slightly bigger than that of DL-CSRM/DL-
MCSRM. Using the same method in [19], the rated copper 
losses at 10A phase RMS current for SL and DL-SRMs are 
calculated as 183W and 153W, respectively. Fig. 11 shows 
the comparison of average torque and torque ripple against 
copper loss. It can be found that the copper loss of SL-
SRMs is lower than that of double layer SRMs for a given 
average torque, e.g. 2.5Nm. Moreover, DL-MCSRM has the 
worst torque against copper loss performance at low copper 
loss region with the highest torque ripple. However, DL-
CSRM supplied by unipolar なにどソ conduction produces the 
lowest copper loss at higher average torque, e.g. 8Nm. 

 
(a)  

 
(b)  

Fig. 11. Comparison of (a) average torque and (b) torque ripple coefficient 
against copper loss for phase RMS current varying from 0A to 40A.  

D. Iron Loss 

Due to different excitations, the flux density waveforms 
in different parts of the machine can be unipolar, 
asymmetric, and can contain minor-loop excursions. In 
order to deal with the non-sinusoidal flux waveform, 
approaches have been proposed in [23] [24]. In this paper, 
the harmonic flux densities of each FE mesh element of the 
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stator and rotor have been calculated using Fourier analysis 
[25] [26], equation (5) is then used for calculating iron loss 
in each FE mesh element [27]. The total stator and rotor 
iron losses can be obtained by summing up the losses in all 
the stator and rotor mesh elements.  

喧沈追墜津 岫激【兼戴岻 噺 血盤倦朕怠ッ稽椎椎 髪 倦朕態ッ稽椎椎態匪 髪 倦勅血 豹 岫項稽項建 岻態穴建怠【捗
待  (10) 

where 血 is flux density frequency of the stator or rotor, 稽椎椎 
is peak to peak value of flux density. For Silicon iron core 
considered in this paper, the hysteresis loss coefficients 倦朕怠 and 倦朕態 are の畦【兼 and ねど畦【兼, respectively. The eddy 
current loss coefficient 倦勅 is ど┻どにに 畦兼【撃. 

 
Fig. 12 Cross-section of 12-slot/8-pole SL-SRM. Points S1, S2, and S3 of 
stator back iron, tooth body, and tooth tip are selected as examples for 
stator flux density observation. Points R1, R2, and R3 of rotor tooth tip, 
rotor body and rotor yoke are selected for rotor flux density observation. 

In general, iron loss of stator and rotor are calculated 
separately since their flux densities have different 
frequencies. Hence, both the radial (稽追) and tangential (稽痛) 
flux densities of stator and rotor are investigated for the 
selected points shown in Fig. 12. By way of example, one 
period of flux density variations of stator and rotor tooth 
bodies of SL-SRMs are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, 
respectively. It is found that one period of both the stator 稽追 
and 稽痛  of SL-SRMs is 45 mech. deg., regardless of 
conduction angles. However, the period of rotor flux 
densities of SL-CSRM is 120 mech. deg., which is twice as 
high as that of SL-MCSRM.  

 
(a) 

 

(b) 
Fig. 13 Br and Bt vs rotor position at point S2. (a) SL-CSRM, (b) SL-
MCSRM. The phase RMS current is 10A for different conduction angles. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 14 Br and Bt vs rotor position at point R2. (a) SL-CSRM, (b) SL-
MCSRM. The phase RMS current is 10A for different conduction angles. 

TABLE IV.  SUMMARY OF FLUX DENSITY FREQUENCIES 
Machine types 稽追/稽痛 frequency (Hz) 

Stator  Rotor  
SL-CSRM 血待 ど┻ぬばの血待 

SL-MCSRM 血待 ど┻ばの血待 

 
For simplicity, the stator and rotor flux density 

frequencies are summarized in TABLE IV. For both SL-
CSRM and SL-MCSRM, the stator flux density frequency 

is equal to 血待 噺 智椎滞待  (where よ is mechanical speed and 喧 is 

rotor pole number), which is 53.33Hz at 400rpm. However, 
the rotor flux density has lower frequency than the stator. In 
addition, SL-MCSRM rotor flux density frequency is two 
times higher than that of SL-CSRM.  

TABLE V. IRON LOSS OF SL-SRMS AT 10畦追陳鎚, 400RPM 

Machine 
types 

Conduction angle 
(elec. deg.) 

Iron loss (W) 

Stator  Rotor  Total 
SL-CSRM Unipolar なにどソ 3.58 0.48 4.05 

Unipolar なぱどソ 3.16 0.40 3.57 
Bipolar なぱどソ 4.82 0.60 5.42 
Bipolar にねどソ 5.90 0.76 6.67 

SL-MCSRM Unipolar なにどソ 2.33 0.85 3.18 
Unipolar なぱどソ 1.90 0.80 2.71 
Bipolar なぱどソ 3.52 1.13 4.65 
Bipolar にねどソ 5.03 1.63 6.66 

 
In TABLE V, the stator, rotor and total iron losses have 

been calculated by 2-D FEM at 10Arms and 400rpm, 
supplied by rectangular wave current with different 
conduction angles. It is apparent that both SL-SRMs have 
higher stator iron losses than rotor iron losses. For 
completeness, the iron loss variations with increasing phase 
RMS current at 400rpm are shown in Fig. 15 (a). It is found 
that both SL-SRMs supplied by conduction angles of 
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unipolar なにどソ elec. and unipolar なぱどソ elec. produce lower 
iron losses than others at different phase RMS currents. 
With increasing rotor speed at fixed 10畦追陳鎚, the iron loss is 
increased as shown in Fig. 15 (b). It can also be found that 
the SL-MCSRM produces lower iron loss than SL-CSRM 
with the same conduction angle at different rotor speeds. At 
2000rpm, the highest iron loss is around 60W, which is 
supplied with conduction angle of bipolar にねどソ  elec. 
However, the copper loss still could be the dominant loss of 
this relatively small machine at modest speed. Nevertheless, 
for larger and higher speed machines, the iron loss could be 
the dominant loss [28]. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 15 Influence of conduction angles on iron loss of SL-SRMs. (a) at 400 
rpm with increasing phase RMS current, (b) at など 畦追陳鎚 with increasing 
speed. 

E. Efficiency 

The machine efficiency can be calculated based on output 
power and the previously calculated machine losses. 
TABLE VI shows the influence of conduction angles on 
machine efficiency at 10畦追陳鎚  under 400rpm rotor speed. 
Moreover, Fig. 16 shows the efficiency curves with varying 
rotor speeds at 10畦追陳鎚. At 2000rpm, efficiency of > 70% 
can be achieved for both the SL-SRMs with appropriate 
current excitations. In addition, with a unipolar なにどソ elec. 
conduction angle, the SL-CSRM produces its highest 
efficiency of 76% at 2000rpm, while SL-MCSRM can 
achieve 72%. Hence, in order to produce higher efficiency, 
the appropriate conduction angles of SL-CSRM are unipolar なにどソ  elec. and unipolar なぱどソ  elec., whilst for the SL-
MCSRM, they are unipolar なにどソ elec. and bipolar なぱどソelec. 

TABLE VI.  EFFICIENCY OF SL-SRMS AT 10畦追陳鎚, 400RPM 
Machine type Conduction angle 

(elec. deg.) 
Output power 

(W) 
Efficiency 

(%) 
SL-CSRM Unipolar なにどソ 134.88 41.90 

Unipolar なぱどソ 118.12 38.77 
Bipolar なぱどソ 107.65 36.36 
Bipolar にねどソ 48.17 20.25 

SL-MCSRM Unipolar なにどソ 109.75 37.09 
Unipolar なぱどソ 78.75 29.78 
Bipolar なぱどソ 111.00 37.17 

Bipolar にねどソ 86.29 31.27 

 

 

Fig. 16 Influence of conduction angles on machine efficiency with varying 

speed at 10畦堅兼嫌. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION  

A. Prototypes of SRMs 

In order to validate the predictions, two 12-slot/8-pole 
machines with the design parameters in TABLE I were built. 
Fig. 17 (a) is the wound stator of the SL-CSRM and SL-
MCSRM. The two SL-SRMs can be realized with the same 
wound stator by reconnecting the coils as detailed in Fig. 1. 
The common rotor for both machines is shown in Fig. 17 
(b). 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 17. 12-slot/8-pole prototype SRMs. (a) SL-CSRM or SL-MCSRM 
stator, (b) 8-pole rotor. 

B. Self-and Mutual Inductances 

The self-inductance 詣銚岫肯岻  and mutual-inductance 警銚長岫肯岻 are measured according to (11) and (12) as shown 
below [29]: 

 

詣銚岫肯岻 噺 紐岫撃銚【荊銚岻態 伐 迎銚態に講血  
(11) 

警銚長岫肯岻 噺 撃長に講血荊銚 
(12) 

 
where 撃銚 and 撃長 are the voltages of phase A and phase B, 
respectively. 荊銚 is the amplitude of phase current in phase A, 
and f is the frequency of phase voltage. Phase resistance 迎銚 

is measured as な┻ねぱよ for SL-SRMs.  
During the tests, the sinusoidal voltage source injected 

into phase A has a peak-peak value of 9.2V with a 
frequency of 106.6Hz for SL-CSRM and 105.5Hz for SL-
MCSRM. Hence, the measured amplitude of phase current 
is around 1.8A. Fig. 18 shows the predicted and measured 
self- and mutual-inductances of SL-SRMs at 1.8A, in which 
a good agreement can be observed. The discrepancy 
between measured and predicted self-inductances is mainly 
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due to the end-winding which has not been taken into 
account in the simulations. 

 

 
Fig. 18. Predicted and measured self-inductance 詣銚 and mutual inductance 警銚長  at 1.8A phase peak current of SL-SRMs. (solid lines: predicted 
results, marks: measured results). 

C. Self- and Mutual-Torques 

In order to measure the torque produced by self-
inductance, the phase A is selected as an example. The 
method of static torque measurement detailed in [30] was 
adopted for undertaking all torque measurements in this 
study. Power supply is used to inject DC current of 10A 
into phase A. Fig. 19 shows the self-torque comparison 
between SL-CSRM and SL-MCSRM. The measured results 
are slightly higher than predicted results due to 
measurement error but this discrepancy is within an 
acceptable range. 

Mutual-torque produced by mutual-inductance is given (8) 
if the saturation is neglected. 劇銚長 噺 劇銚┃長岫鎚勅追沈勅鎚岻 伐 劇銚 伐 劇長 (13) 

where 劇銚┃長岫鎚勅追沈勅鎚岻 is the torque when phase A and phase B 

are connected in series as shown in Fig. 20, 劇銚 and 劇長 are 
self-torque of phase A and phase B, respectively. Fig. 21 
shows the comparison of mutual-torque between SL-CSRM 
and SL-MCSRM, where the phase current of 1A in order to 
minimize the influence of magnetic saturation. It can be 
found that the measured results match well with the 
predictions. 

 
Fig. 19. Predicted and measured self-torques versus rotor position of SL-
SRMs at 10A phase DC current.  

 
Fig. 20. Predicted and measured torques produced by phase A and phase B 
versus rotor position at 1A DC phase peak current. (a) SL-CSRM, (b) SL-
MCSRM. 

 
Fig. 21. Predicted and measured mutual-torques versus rotor position at 1A 
DC phase peak current. (a) SL-CSRM, (b) SL-MCSRM. 

D. Static On-load Torque 

According to the current waveforms with different 
conduction angles as shown in Fig. 7, the on-load torques of 
SL-CSRM and SL-MCSRM have been measured at 
different rotor positions as shown in Fig. 22. The aligned 
rotor position of phase A can be tested when phase A is 
excited. The phase RMS current of all the currents with 
different conduction angles is 4A, and the dc current is 
injected into each phase at different rotor positions 
corresponding to the current waveforms shown in Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 22. Predicted and measured static torques versus rotor position at 4A 
phase RMS current. (Lines: predicted results, marks: measured results). 

E. Dynamic test 

    Limited by the load-torque capacity of the dc machine 
used for dynamic test, a dc voltage of 38V has been used 
and the phase RMS current is 4A for all the tests. By way of 
example, Fig. 23 shows the 3-phase current waveforms of 
SLCSRM with different conduction angles at 100rpm. The 
average torque of predicted, static (as shown in Fig. 22) and 
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dynamic tests at ね畦追陳鎚 are compared in Error! Reference 
source not found..  

TABLE VII.  AVERAGE TORQUE COMPARSION AT ね畦追陳鎚 

Machine 
type 

Conduction 
angle  

(elec. deg.) 

Predicted 
(Nm) 

Static test 
(Nm) 

Dynamic 
test (Nm) 

SL-
CSRM 

Unipolar なにどソ 0.75 0.74 0.71 
Unipolar なぱどソ 0.56 0.54 0.55 

SL- Unipolar なにどソ 0.49 0.48 0.47 

MCSRM Bipolar なぱどソ 0.50 0.47 0.48 

The predicted and measured efficiency-speed curves of 
both the SL-CSRM and SL-MCSRM have been compared 
in Fig. 24. The measured results have relatively good 
agreement with the predictions. However, the difference 
becomes larger at higher speed due to the higher distortion 
in the transient current waveforms and also the mechanical 
losses that have not been taken into account in the 
predictions. 

 
Fig. 23. Transient 3-phase currents with conduction angles of (a) unipolar なにどソelec., (b) unipolar なぱどソelec. and (c) bipolar なぱどソelec. at 100rpm. The phase 
RMS current is 4A.  

 

 
Fig. 24. Predicted and measured efficiency-speed curves of SL-SRMs with 
different conduction angles. The phase RMS current is 4A. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

Two single layer, short-pitched SRMs: SL-CSRM and 
SL-MCSRM supplied by unipolar and bipolar rectangular 
wave currents with different conduction angles have been 
investigated and compared in this paper. TABLE VIII 
summarizes the machine performances with different 
excitation methods.  

TABLE VIII.  SUMMARY OF MACHINE AVERAGE TORQUE 

 SL-CSRM SL-MCSRM 
Low 

current 
High 

current 
Low 

current 
High 

current 
Unipolar なにどソ 1 2 2 2 
Unipolar なぱどソ 2 1 4 4 
Bipolar なぱどソ 3 3 1 1 
Bipolar にねどソ 4 4 3 3 
Bipolar ぬはどソ 5 5 5 5 

Note: Number 1-5 represents relative average torque from the highest to 
the lowest. 

Due to the nature of self- and mutual-inductance 
variations, it is found that SL-CSRM supplied by unipolar なにどソ conduction obtained its highest average torque at low 
current. However, at high current, the higher average torque 
is achieved by unipolar なぱどソ conduction. In addition, SL-
CSRM can achieve higher efficiencies when supplied by 
these conduction angles at different rotor speeds. For SL-
MCSRM, bipolar なぱどソ conduction is most appropriate to 
generate a higher average torque and relative higher 
efficiency but lower torque ripple than other conduction 

angles. When compared to their double layer counterparts, 
the single layer SRMs have better torque performances at 
low current. But due to magnetic saturation, double layer 
SRMs can produce higher average torque at high current. 
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